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This shiny ore is characterized by its high zinc content©. Collection skills: Level 720Item: 60Perception: 740Can be collected at the following node: Eume the Abalathia sky (37.14)8:00 to 8:55The Eume of the Heavens of Abalathia (37.14)20:00 to 21:55Legendaires Know more accurate information about
this item? Please tell us. Skip to ContentDiscussionSionEditHistory Page 2 Page 3 Page 4 Page 5 Page 6 Elementalist Two-Handed Weapon Two Occult Tools Secondary Carpenter Secondary Tool Tool Main Blacksmith Tool Secondary Tool Gunsmith Secondary Tool Secondary Goldsmith Tools
Secondary Goldsmith Tools Secondary Goldsmith Tools Secondary Goldsmith Tools Secondary Tanner Tools Secondary Chief Minor Tool Minor Tool Secondary Fisherman's Tool Secondary Botanist Tool Skip to content PageDiscussionEditHistory Kamacite Ore Description : A long-falling piece of
meteor containing a rare alloy kamacite. Requirements: Statistics Level 1 Item Level 180 Level 180 - Bonus: Repair, Recycling - Style: Stack Size 999 For Sale for x 24 27 Contribute So that's how small adventurers (or small adventurers, cool parity) are drawn to the joy of pickaxe nipples in the hope of
earning prize money? In that case, I want you to meet a minor! Summary of Minors, what is it? Miners are the one who will manipulate axes and hammers to extract raw materials from Eorzean stones and supply them (or resell them, better) to craftsmen who can work these materials to make weapons,
jewelry, armor... A lot of good things. But how did you become a minor? Simply open miners guild, located in Ul'dah, after you complete the Search for Level 10 in your initial class if you have started as Occult, Gladiator, or Pugilist. In the case of the people of Gridania or Limsa Lominsa, you are sure to
enable the epic quest of the Ul'dah Messenger to access the capital Thanalan and thus the guild. My God, I know how to wield an ax! But now? It's simple: you have to break a rock! Each option will give you a certain amount of experience, which will be slightly higher if you manage to mine in a row. If the
first option will provide a normal experience, the second success will give 5%, the third will give 10%, the fourth will give 20% and the next will be 50%. And mining HQ materials will give you a bonus for 200%, which is pretty good! However, and this is a universal harvest rule: it is pure milling, so expect to
spend hours in front of your gravel clicking, clicking, clicking ... You've been warned, my little ones! Oh, and make some room in your bag, too.  And it all exists as a way, really? Boah of course not! There are four ways to speed up the underage experience, namely... Harvest mandates that provide a good
amount of experience (especially post-50), be it at harvest time or when validating mandates. You get 3 permits at 0:00 GMT as well as at 12:00 GMT (01:00 and 13:00 French time, 02:00 and 13:00) Destination Book, which provides bonus experience for 100 items collected, and another on 30 items of
HQ. However, beware, this goal is common with Botanists. The refueling mission, accessible as soon as you join the Grande Compagnie, is updating daily (20:00 GMT, so 21:00 French time, 22:00 summer time) and brings a number of experiences. The basic experience is duplicated if there is a small
star next to the requested object, but also when the object being brought back is HQ! So imagine these two bonuses combined... Items that can be collected, from level 50, which can be returned to Mor Dhona or Idyllée against a respectable amount of experience depending on the object being brought
back and its value. The object list is reset at the same time as the refueling mission. If you don't have a warrant, this is one of the best sources of post-50 experience there is. They also allow you to have tasks but that's another story. The list of actions, properties and talents of The Piercing Views Miners
does not add up, the same goes for Deterrages, Royal Harvests, and Dragages. However, it is possible to combine Deterrage II and Drag II for example. Just as it is possible to combine Piercing View III and Clear Vision. If the object cannot be collected, it will be grayed out if the Collector's Glove is
activated, and therefore untouched. You must then turn off Gloves to access resources again. As for the talent to activate, there are only three important things, is Grace to take the catalyst of ice, earth and wind without going through the botanist. And what can be harvested? All products included in your
harvest book, simply put. More accurately, you can collect objects at points at the same level with the nearest top 5 multiples. For example, if you are level 22, you can harvest Level 25. But to unlock sequels (30-point levels), you'll need 26 levels. From level 46, you will have access to so-called whole
points using Mineral Science, allowing you to detect those points. They do not last very long, so try to anticipate their appearance. Also, the ingredients that appear there are hidden and in a fixed location (sun ore will always be line 3 for example) and you have to type this line once or twice to find it, or
then use Montagnard's Labeur if you have any doubts. But to make money, you may also know its location. Level 56 will open a door called a temporary harvest point. These are the remaining points for a certain period of time (4 hours of Eorzean, 12 real minutes) and serve as a normal harvest point.
These points are related to etherolysis. List of Famous Harvest Areas Geological Legend Book Coerthas Required Western Coerthas Highlands (11:21) 60 Whole (7:00) Purple Quartz Collection requires 600 Books of Geological Legend Coerthas required Coerthas Western Highlands (3 0;23) 55 Whole
(0:00/12:00) Yellow Copper Ore - West Coerthas Plateau (21:28) 60 While (20:00) Lightning Aggregate, Lightning Aggregate, intense lightning strikes, Flaming Lightning Aggregate - Western Coerthas Highlands (22;28) 60 Talisman Ovoid Red, Red Round Falcon Stone Talisman of the Merchants
(Western Coerthas Highlands) must be randomly accessed and reset 18 hours after restoring it. Sphalerite bees are not listed in the harvest notebook and for good reason: Diadème is an unregistered area. The coordinates are approximate and represent the area where the dots are located. Amulets are
objects that can be obtained from harvester assets (red) and can reveal hidden points, where recoverable ovoids and round stones of various colors, are used to obtain high-level craft materials. The principle is simple: during the five minutes in which Talisman is active, whenever the point is completely
emptied, it is possible that a hidden point will appear. It will systematically provide ovoid (and only), and have the opportunity to give it a round stone as well. The other box occupied is occupied by an aggregate. So that's luck, that's all! What about the equipment? Miners are equipped with axes as the
main tool, hammers as secondary tools, as well as clothing Collection, Wisdom, and PR. And what's the point of all this? Good... Collection affects your chances of recovering the desired material. The higher the value, the greater the chance of having it. Be aware that there are certain items that require a
bearing value to be restored. In addition, you will not be able to exceed the 95% chance of items at your level. Differentiating affects your chances of recovering HQ material. Each item has a title to have a 1% chance of restoring HQ (and suddenly triggers an action to increase your HQ). Also, like
Collections, you won't be able to exceed the basic 15% chance. Oh, and it also affects the collection. the PC you consume for your actions. As for the equipment, the best current one is this one: Category Name Level Object Collecting Wisdom PR Serving Getting Primary Operator Selection Tools 180 256
146 0 Non-Exchange Small Shipping Receipts 1 Category I and 26 Rowena Assets (Harvester/Red) Maille Secondary Delivery Tools reinforced adamantium 1 70,136 (160) 238 (280) 0 (5) Yes (1) Craft: Blacksmith 60 (2) Helmet Head Carrier 180 0 146 0 Non-Exchange 1 Category I Min 12 Rowena
Holdings (Harvester/Red) Carrier Salopette Torso 180 146 73 4 Non-Exchange 1 Category I Minor Delivery Receipt and 18 Rowena Holdings (Harvester/Red) Hands Working Gloves carrier 180 110 0 4 Non-exchange 1 Category I miner shipment receipt and 10 Rowena Assets (harvester/red) Griffon
Leather Survival Belt Size 170 0 (8) 34 (40) 0 (5) Yes (1) Craft : Tanner 60 (2) Legs Carrier Kits 180 73 7 0 Non-Exchange 1 Category I Miner Delivery Receipt and 7 Rowena Assets (Harvester/Red) Feet Career Work Boots 180 7 7 3 3 70 Receiving Minor Non Exchange Shipments 1 Category I and 7
Holding Rowena (Harvester/Red) Griffon Leather Neck Race 170 0 (8) 0 (8) 52 (62) Yes (1) Craft: Tanner 6 0 (8) 0 (8) 52 (62) Yes (1) Craft: Tanner 6 0 (0)2) EarBuds resource at aurum regis 17 0 (8) 0 (8) 52 (62) Yes (1) Expertise: Goldsmith 60 (2) Wrists Leather Griffin 170 0 (8) 0 (8) 0 (8)0 (8) 52 (62)
Yes (1) Craftsman: Tanner 60 (2) Griffon Finger Leather Rings 170 0 (8) 0 (8) 27 (32) Yes (1) Craft Total Tanner 60 (2) Total - 728 (800) 717 (805) 623 (668) - The value indicated without parentheses is the base value of HQ equipment , the value in parentheses is the maximum potential value after
crippling. Think that it takes two rings, and that they're identical. In parentheses in the crimping column is the number of original free slots that you can place 5 materias, the latter does not pass for sure. To get a Category I miner delivery receipt, you must provide a insistent ore with a minimum value of
530. In this list, only secondary tools, belts and jewelry are set. And to have all this equipment, you need to collect 70 assets, which take at least 8 weeks. How to paralyze what can be clamped? Mateas V is still very rare unfortunately, this is what might be appropriate. However, without master V it would
not be possible to close all carac'... By the way, the hammer is very flexible, and not all of its statistics can be closed at the same time. I therefore recommend setting the collection to be as close as possible to the last 95% of minerals. That being said, here' Maillet (absolute): Collection V &gt; Collection V
&gt; Discernment V &gt; Discernment V &gt; Collection II Maillet (reduced cost): Collection IV &gt; Collection IV &gt; Collection IV &gt; Discernment IV (compared to absolute crimping, lost 14 in wisdom) Belt: Distinguish iv &gt; Yield III &gt; Collection II &gt; Collection II &gt; Collection II &gt; Yield II , Ears,
Wrists (Absolute): Collection V &gt; Discernement V &gt; Yield IV &gt; Yield III yield &gt; III Yield III Cou , ear, wrist (cost reduction): Yield IV &gt; Collection IV &gt; Discernment IV &gt; Yield III &gt; Yield III (loss 2 in collection and 2 in difference) Ring (absolute): Collection V &gt; Result III &gt; Discerne
&gt; Discernment II &gt; Yield II Rings (cost reduction) : Yield IV &gt; Discernment II &gt; Discernment II &gt; Collection II &gt; Collection II (loss of 1 PR) There is an alternative to secondary tools, belts and jewelry, it is to exchange it for a Category I harvester shipping receipt (one per item). This receipt
was obtained by exchanging Sunset Jade worth at least 515. These objects have an object level of 180 but cannot be matched, making them less good than those produced and set at 170. That said, they are still easy to obtain and are a good transition item at a lower cost. Some tips and tricks Do not
bother to install your homework to the maximum. The ideal value is 450 for fractions, crystals, and aggregates (Thanks to X according to the elements - Piercing display, 550 for abundant harvest (Royal Harvest II - Piercing View), 600 for Collection with 95% harvest and 650 for Collection with 100%
harvest. During your leveling session, do not forget the food, 3% does not look like that but is very useful. Your skills to use will depend on your goal: are you looking for a truly HQ object or to farm as many objects as possible in the minimum time? Harvest point from reset 2.0 when two more points
checked (not hit). Those in 3.0 are in 3 groups of two: to reset points from one group, one must check at least one group point against each other. In this case, the temporary point counts itself as a group. For Talismans, you can drop up to 4 points (two groups of two) to one remaining shot before
activating objects to save time and possibly hidden points. The whole point of zone 2.0 lasts 3 hours of Eorzean (real 9 minutes) while the whole point of the Heavensward zone lasts only 55 minutes (2 minutes 45 seconds real). The intact dots of heavensward, except local legends, appear every 12 hours
(36 real minutes) while the untouched dots of 2.0 and the local legend of Heaven return according to the daily Eorzean (72 minutes real). If you see an untouched point and cancel without damaging, that point disappears. Prepare well and avoid doing things off. A small conversion unit that will serve you in
everyday life: one minute eorzean is 3 real seconds, therefore an hour of eorzean is equivalent to 3 real minutes. If you have knowledge of English, you can use FFXIV-Clock to have in front of your eyes hour temporary and temporary points as well as material lines. Keep some friendly drinks with you,
they will always come in handy, especially on collections or credentials. Your homework is replenished at a rate of 5 every 3 seconds in the wild. However, when you are being extracted, the gauge is blocked and recharged by 5 per successful blow. So, if you do AFK to refill your HOMEWORK, don't be
extracted. If you're going to an untouchable point surrounded by enemies, don't zap the demon. If you typed during extraction, it is canceled and the point disappears. Watch out in Diadema! Monsters will often tend to separate you in a move or two, and the stealth won't work. For Heavensward points, you
can place signs on different groups of 2 points, it will allow you to have markers despite the distance. Regarding Talismans, as soon as you have your ovoid (and round stone if possible), leave the core. This will not prevent the appearance of other hidden points. to appear.
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